In recent years it has become evident that various synthesis problems known from linear system theory can also be solved for nonlinear control systems by using differential geometric methods. The purpose of this paper is to use this mathematical framework for giving a preliminary account on the notion of right-invertibility of a nonlinear system. This concept, which is of importance in several tracking problems, requires a Taylor-series expansion of the output function. We will also show that there is an appealing geometric interpretation of the lower-order terms in this series expansion. In this way a function that can occur as output function of a nonlinear system is partly described by specifying its k-jet. 
Introduction
Whether or not a system is invertible is an outstanding problem from a theoretical and practical viewpoint. In this respect one can distinguish between two notions of invertibility. For linear systems these two concepts can easily be explained in terms of the transfer matrix G(s) of the system. One says that the [12] where noncommutative generating power series are the basic tools. Despite all these works especially the problem of right-invertibility, also called functional reproducibility, is not yet completely understood. In this paper a new geometric definition of right-invertibility of a nonlinear system is proposed. Using the recently introduced 'structure at infinity' for the nonlinear system, see [13] , we obtain some (preliminary) generic results, which are fully in agreement with known linear results. In the course of doing this we obtain an interesting relation between a Taylor-series expansion of the output and the 'orders of the zeros at infinity '. In the preparation of this paper the fruitful cooperation with Dr. J.M. Schumacher has been of a essential value. I wish to thank him heartily for this support. where x=(x,,..., x,,) are local coordinates for an analytic manifold M, A, B E Vy( M), the set of analytic vector fields on M and C: M + R is an analytic function. Today for a single-input single-output system like (2.1) the notion of 'characteristic number' or 'relative order' is well understood, see e.g. [5, 16] , and coincides according to [13] with the 'order of the zero at infinity' of (2.1). Namely let x0 E M; then the characteristic number OL of (2.1) is defined as (2.2) provided that this minimum exists, otherwise we set (Y = cc. Note that for an analytic system this integer is constant on an open and dense submanifold M" of M. Initializing (2.1) at x0 E M" we obtain a (part of the) Taylor series expansion of y( *):
Our first concern now is to what extent is the input-output map of (2.l).determined by (2.3)? In contrast to the results of [5] we show that (2.3) only gives a local description of the input-output map. we see E'(t) = b2(1 -t); so Z'(l) = 0 and therefore there, does not exist a suitable input function which will produce E(t) as the desired output function. But as long as we restrict ourselves to a small time interval we indeed can produce E(t) as the output by taking the analytic input u(f) = -+b(l -t)-'12 for t E [0, a), E < 1.
The above example shows that excluding singularities naturally leads to a local theory. Let us formalize this in the following way. Suppose OL E C"(R, R), i.e. al(t) is an analytic function. The k-jet of a! at t = 0 is given by the first k derivatives of OL (at 1= 0):
Definition 2.2. The nonlinear system (2.1) is locally right-invertible at x0 if there exists a p E N such that for each (Y E C"(R, R) with p-jet (C(x,), LAC(xO), . . . , L$C(xa)) there exist an E > 0 and an analytic input function zP( t), t E [0, E), which produces a(t), t E [0, E), as output function.
Similarly as in [5] one defines strong local right-invertibility (at x0) of (2.1) and one obtains the following result which is the same as obtained by Hirschom [ 
Then the system (3.1) is said to have p1 zeros at infinity of orders ri', . . . , np', cf. [13] . It is our purpose to relate the zeros at infinity to the notion of right-invertibility (functional reproducibility) as is known for linear systems [1,2]. Let us first consider a simple example. Clearly, locally the image of the input-output map or (3.1) initialized at a point x0 E M is not affected by the feedback (3.4) . Because we are dealing with a local theory we will consider the modified dynamics. Now let us compute the number of inputs that affect the output. By differentiating the output we get
where L$=(L,$,, Up to this moment we have not given a formal definition of local right-invertibility of the multi-input multi-output system (1). Before doing so we will discuss one other very simple example. From (3.13) we conclude that if b # 1 we can adjust both output components by a suitable choice of the inputs (of course with some restrictions on the lower order terms in the Taylor series expansion of y(m)).
Next we will go to a formal definition of local right-invertibility. First we need to define the generic rank, R(x,), of the input-output map of (3.1), initialized at xc. The generic rank is a measure of the input dependency of y(O), p(O), . . . , ~('('(0). The definitions of strong local right-invertibility at x0 and strong local right-invertibility are as usual in this area, see also [5] . (ii) Under our assumptions we have R"+k(~,)-
for all k 2 0, i.e. R(x,) is a 'limiting' rank of the input-output map. That we have to subtract R"-l(x,,) from R"(x,) lies in the fact that if in say yCk)(0) the maximal rank equals q then in y (k+1)(0) the rank equals at least 2q, see also Example 3.1.
(iii) It is not hard to see that if the number of outputs equals one the above definition coincides with Definition 2.4.
(iv) By using elementary facts from calculus one shows that Rk(x,) (and thus R(x,)) is feedback independent.
Example 3.6 (= Example 3.1 continued). For this system we have Rk(x,) = kp', k = 1, 2, 3, . . . , so R(x,) =pl. That is the system is locally right-invertible if there are p zeros at infinity and thus -for right-invertibility the number of inputs should exceed the number of outputs. Example 
(= Example 3.2 continued).
We have R'(x,) = 1, R2(x,) = 3, R3(x,,) = 5; R(x,) = 2, so this system is locally right-invertible at xc, which is in agreement with the considerations before. Now we will establish for a particular class of systems of the form (3.1) a link between the orders of the zeros at infinity and the local right-invertibility of these systems. These systems, introduced by Isidori in [18] , are such that the vector fields Bi do not really affect the algorithm (3.2). Recall the following linear result which can be deduced from [1,2]. The result we are after is as follows. 
So (3.16) is established for k = 1. Next we compute R'(x). Recall that . .,m, (3.18) (see also 
